THE BEST PANEL FOR TEMPORARY USES

The most convenient OSB panel on the market.
más widely
usado por
constructoras
en Colombia.
ItElistablero
the most
used
by construction
companies in Chile.
It has been developed especially for short-term applications.
Stable and without knots, ideal for fences and diverse temporary uses.
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For diverse short-term applications
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Multiplac
LP, world leader in OSB structural panel manufacturing,
has developed a range of products designed for specif
ic needs. It has associated application and particular
uses with a suitable price for each of those needs.
In this context, LP created an OSB panel for temporary
and non-commercial use called LP MultiPlac in order to
meet the need to use a cheap panel of multiple applications. Such applications require a low structural
demand and take advantage of their stability, uniformity
and modulation over other temporary solutions, of great
versatility and a better performance on site.

JOB SITE STRUCTURES

PROTECTION FOR REMODELLING

REMEMBER
1. For an optimal product performance and duration, avoid over
exposure to water.

It is a product aimed specifically at solving temporary
constructive problems. LP MultiPlac panels are generally used in fences and on site premises, which given
their fast implementation, delivers organization and
safety to the job site.
They are reusable and they do not harm the environment, they are non-toxic, easy to handle, they do not
require special tools and can be painted, cut and nailed.

TEMPORARY GATES

MULTIPLE USES (SKATE BOX)

2. Always install the panels with a
minimum separation of 3mm in the
entire perimeter so as to absorb the
linear expansions and contractions
typical of wood.

On the market, they can be found in the format 1,22m x
1,44m and 9mm and 11mm thick. They are easy to
identify, since they are the only ones whose edges are
not painted.

3. This product is only for temporary
use and by no means constitutes a
permanent solution. For OSB home
construction panels, go to:

Even though they are not aimed at residential use, they
can be used to assemble, repair, protect or side in case
this is a temporary or emergency solution.

www.lpchile.cl

These panels versatility allows for multiple uses, which
is a great advantage compared to other products that
do not meet the needs of their clients.

www.LPColombia.com.co

Stamped origin and use

Knot-free, flat OSB panels,
stable and resistant

IMPORTANT
We recommend following all the instructions in this
guide before using the product. Should you have any
questions, contact our technical support team at
(562) 2414 2200 or at contacto@lpchile.cl

LP_SS_COMTEC 010819

Far from being just a panel, this panel is an inexpensive
and fast solution for all type of temporary uses.

This tab replaces the information delivered in previous versions. For more information check with LP Technical Support and check the validity of the information.
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technical information

FENCES

Label (quantity and use)

Woods from renewable
sources

